Mock Test Series 2021
DSE Super20 mock test series is the first and only test series which trains you to
be at your best on the day it counts. This test series bundle will include 6 full
tests on ISI pattern (30 MCQs in 2 hours and 9 subjective questions in 2 hours),
and 7 full tests on DSE pattern (50 MCQs in 2 hours). Thus, you will get a total
of 530 MCQs and 54 subjective questions to solve.
Why should you take the test series?
You have been working hard for months, preparing for the exam which will
land you a coveted seat in one of the most prestigious institute of the country.
But mere knowledge isn’t enough. The competition is tough, and getting a rank
in the top requires speed and accuracy, which needs candidates to approach the
exam with a strategy. We here at DSE Super20 will help you strategize your
approach to the test.
Past Record
In the last 4 years over 100 students had enrolled for the DSE Super20 mock
test series, of whom 23 students cleared the DSE/ISI/JNU/IGIDR entrance
exam. Many other have got into MSE, Gokhale, UoH, TERI amongst other elite
institutions.
Details
Using our knowledge of the trend of these exams, we have tried our best to
make questions which will give you an opportunity to test your preparation
level. Both the approach as well as difficulty levels of the tests have been
designed keeping the past ISI and DSE tests in focus.
Taking the test
In light of COVID-19, all the tests this year shall happen online. You can appear
for the test either on mobile app, or on the browser. The steps to appear for the
test are as follows:
1. Install either our android app or iOS app (use Org Code “BJLJZ” on
iOS), and register yourself providing your primary contact number and
Gmail ID.
2. In case you have paid already, you will be added to the mock test batch
within a day of installing. If you have not paid the fees, scroll down to
know the fee payment options.

3. After getting added to the particular batch, you can start attempting the
tests either on the app itself or online. To appear online, follow the steps
mentioned here.
4. Before attempting the mock test, kindly appear for “A TRIAL TEST
ONLY” to acquaint yourself of the UI of the app/browser
5. A student can attempt a mock test only once on the portal, but you can
revisit the problems as many times as you might like. Detailed solutions
will be shown right after attempting.
6. After a test, a live doubt session will be held on the app itself for any
queries.

Past Year Papers
We have also added the option to appear for past years on the mock test portal.
Each student of Mock Test series can attempt the past years of DSE and ISI
ranging from 2004 to the latest as many times as she desires.

Past Year Discussion
This year we have decided to provide the solutions for the past 16 years ISI and
DSE entrance and allow access to the discussion sessions for the Mock Test
enrollers as well.
Fees and Payment
The fees for the mock test series is Rs. 5000/-. You can either pay us on this
link or via PayTM /GooglePay on 7838447570 (Mayank Mundhra) or via UPI
on mayank.mund@icici

